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Abstract On 19 March 2001, the Cluster fleet recorded an electromagnetic rising tone on the nightside of
the plasmasphere. The emission was found to propagate toward the Earth and toward the magnetic equator
at a group velocity of about 200 km/s. The Poynting vector is mainly oblique to the background magnetic
field and directed toward the Earth. The propagation angle 𝜃k,B0

becomes more oblique with increasing
magnetic latitude. Inside each rising tone 𝜃k,B0

is more field aligned for higher frequencies. Comparing our
results to previous ray tracing analysis we conclude that this emission is a triggered electromagnetic ion
cyclotron (EMIC) wave generated at the nightside plasmapause. We detect the wave just after its reflection
in the plasmasphere. The reflection makes the tone slope shallower. This process can contribute to the
formation of pearl pulsations.

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC)-triggered emissions (TEs) have been observed in situ by the Cluster
spacecraft at the nightside plasmapause [Pickett et al., 2010]. Simulations and theory of the wave generation
between the local Helium (He+) and proton (H+) gyrofrequencies (fHe+ and fH+ , respectively) agree with the
observations [Omura et al., 2010; Shoji and Omura, 2011]. Simulations predict also TEs generation below fHe+

[Shoji et al., 2011]. The triggering process of left-handed EMIC waves takes place close to the magnetic equa-
torial region in the presence of a hot proton population. TEs are observed at various locations close to the
magnetic equatorial plane [Nakamura et al., 2014; He et al., 2014].

Grison et al. [2013] (we refer hereafter to this paper as paper 1) studied 8 years of Cluster data. The nightside
plasmapause is the only part of the Cluster orbit where TEs with a large-frequency extent have been observed
during a visual inspection of magnetic spectrograms. From the four reported cases in paper 1, the picture is
clear in terms of polarization. The full circular left-hand polarization observed at magnetic latitudes (MLATs)
lower than 5∘ quickly turns linear and even right hand above ∼10∘ MLAT. The polarization reversal of EMIC
waves at this latitude is explained by the presence of minor ion species [Young et al., 1981]. For three of the
Cluster cases, the emissions propagate clearly away from the equatorial region. The fourth case (19 March 2001
event) is the most puzzling: the rising tone frequency extends below the local fHe+ . The polarization is right
handed, the tone slope is shallow, and the parallel component of the Poynting vector is difficult to interpret.

In what follows, we focus on this event, when a similar tone is observed by the four spacecraft. In section 2, we
first detail the fleet instrumentation and location. Then we determine the propagation direction (section 3)
and the group velocity of the rising tone (section 4). In section 5, our results are compared to the cold plasma
theory and we discuss the wave journey with respect to previous ray tracing studies in section 6. Conclusions
are given in section 7.

2. Observations

In 2001, the four Cluster satellites (C1, C2, C3, and C4) fly in a tetrahedral configuration along similar elliptical
polar orbits with a perigee of about 4 Earth radii (RE) [Escoubet et al., 1997]. They traverse the inner magneto-
sphere, and usually the plasmasphere, from the Southern Hemisphere to the Northern Hemisphere every 57 h.
Each Cluster satellite contains 11 identical instruments, including the Electric Field and Wave (EFW) experi-
ment [Gustafsson et al., 2001], the FluxGate Magnetometer (FGM) [Balogh et al., 2001], the Spatio-Temporal
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Figure 1. (top) EUV image of the plasmasphere,
projected onto the magnetic equatorial plane, at 1016
UT (19 March 2001) with the projection of the Cluster
spacecraft location. The inner black circle corresponds to
the approximate size and position of the Earth, with its
shadow extending toward the opposite direction to the
Sun. White lines mark the separation between the field
of views of the three IMAGE/EUV cameras. (bottom)
Cluster positions at t0 (1000 UT on 19 March 2001)
projected onto (XMFA,ZMFA) plane. C3 location is the
origin of the coordinate system. The colored arrows are
projection of the mean wave vector orientation at each
spacecraft location onto the (XMFA,ZMFA) plane.

Analysis of Field Fluctuation (STAFF) instrument
[Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al., 2003], and the Waves of
HIgh frequency and Sounder for Probing Electron
density by Relaxation (WHISPER) instrument [Décréau
et al., 2001].

The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) instrument on board
the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global
Exploration (IMAGE) spacecraft [Burch, 2000] observed
sunlight resonantly scattered by He+ ions, producing
an emission at 30.4 nm [Sandel et al., 2000]. EUV images
are obtained every 10 min through long exposure
times and long line-of-sight contributions through the
optically thin plasma medium. Cluster and IMAGE mis-
sions have deeply modified our understanding of the
plasmasphere [Darrouzet et al., 2009; Darrouzet and De
Keyser, 2013].

Figure 1 (top) is an EUV image of the plasmasphere
on 19 March 2001 at 1016 Universal Time (UT) when
the Cluster satellites exit the plasmasphere around 22.7
magnetic local time (MLT). EUV image is projected
onto the magnetic equatorial plane. The four Cluster
spacecraft enter and exit the plasmapause in the
same order based on the plasma frequency measure-
ments (WHISPER data, not shown): C1, C3, C2, and
finally C4. The plasmapause crossings are sharp and
not extended in time. Their L width is quite small,
less than 0.1 RE on average. From the observations
of the inbound and outbound crossings (70 min time
difference), the plasmapause is in terms of L shell 0.25
RE farther to the Earth on the inbound orbit (4.75 RE)
than on the outbound orbit (4.50 RE). This corresponds
to an L shell contraction of the boundary at a speed
less than 0.5 km/s. This plasmapause contraction can
also be seen on EUV consecutive images during the
same time period and gives a similar result (0.2 RE).
Note that the Kp index varies between 1 and 2+ dur-
ing the 24 h preceding this event. This small increase
of the geomagnetic activity results in a slight contrac-
tion of the plasmasphere and an inward motion of
the plasmapause.

The reference time (t0) for this study is 1000 UT, 19 March 2001. At t0 the spacecraft are already present inside
the plasmasphere for almost 1 h, and they are located north of the magnetic equator, moving toward higher
latitudes. Spacecraft separations vary from 300 km to 1500 km, and the background magnetic field (B0) ori-
entation varies by 10∘ or less between spacecraft locations (not shown). We define the mean magnetic field
Bmean by averaging the four spacecraft measurements (|Bmean| =456 nT). We consider a magnetic field-aligned
(MFA) coordinate system centered on the reference spacecraft, C3. ZMFA axis lies along Bmean, and the (XMFA,
ZMFA) plane contains Bmean and the Earth. We choose XMFA with an anti-earthward orientation, and YMFA is
completing the right-hand system (YMFA points dawnward). Figure 1(bottom) presents the spacecraft posi-
tions in the (XMFA,ZMFA) plane. Colored arrows represent the mean propagation angles (cf. next section). It is
obvious that C2, C3, and C4 are almost aligned in that plane and that C1 deviates a bit from this alignment. The
spacecraft are regularly spaced along Bmean by about 400 km in the following order: C4, C2, C3, and C1. The
four spacecraft follow the same order along XMFA axis, C4 being the closest from both Earth and the magnetic
equatorial plane. Spacecraft separations are lower than 400 km along YMFA.
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Figure 2. Analysis of the 5*5 spectral matrices derived from the three components of the wave magnetic field and two components of the wave electric field of
the Cluster spacecraft (from left to right: C1 to C4). (a) Magnetic PSD, (b) electric PSD, (c) 𝜃S,B0

, (d) 𝜙S,B0
, (e) 𝜃k,B0

, and (f ) 𝜙k,B0
(from top to bottom). Electric data

are not available for C4. The intense lines seen on the electric PSD (Figure 2b) are spin harmonic effects.

3. Spectral Matrices Analysis

In Figure 2, we analyze the 5*5 spectral matrices (SM) derived from the three components of the wave mag-
netic field B (STAFF instrument) and two components of the wave electric field E (EFW instrument) for C1,
C2, C3, and C4 (from left to right). No electric data are available for C4. As noted in paper 1, a similar tone is
observed on the four magnetic power spectral density (PSD) spectrograms (Figure 2a). Harmonics of the spin
frequency shadow the electric PSD spectrograms (Figure 2b). Nevertheless, the electric counterpart of the
rising tone is partially seen.

Santolík et al. [2001] describe how to derive the Poynting flux (S) orientation from the SM in the frequency
domain. The deviation angle (𝜃S,B0

) of S from B0 is obtained assuming that E and B are perpendicular. For
𝜃S,B0

= 0∘ S is field aligned. 𝜃S,B0
varies between 0∘ and 180∘. With the same assumption, we obtain the

azimuthal angle 𝜙S,B0
of S in the plane perpendicular to B0. 𝜙S,B0

varies from −180 to 180∘, S⟂ points dawn-
ward for positive values of 𝜙(S,B0) and outward from the Earth for 𝜙(S,B0) = 0∘. 𝜃S,B0

and 𝜙S,B0
are plotted on

Figures 2c and 2d, respectively. Overall frequencies 𝜃S,B0
values of the rising tone vary in a [80; 110]∘ interval,

indicative of an energy propagation mainly transverse to B0 (Figure 2c). The propagation is the most oblique
for C1, and it is clearly antifield aligned at C2 location. These results can explain why no clear conclusion could
be drawn in paper 1 from the analysis of the S∥ sign. |𝜙S,B0

| values of the rising tone vary in a [−90; −180]∘

interval (Figure 2d): the tone propagates deeper in the plasmapause, roughly toward the Earth.

Singular Value Decomposition analysis of the SM magnetic components [Santolík et al., 2003a] shows that the
propagation angle inclination 𝜃k,B0

is oblique at C4 location (paper 1). This is also valid for the other space-
craft (Figure 2e). From SM magnetic components, k orientation can be determined with a 180∘ uncertainty.
We compute the average values, normalized by the corresponding PSD, of 𝜃k,B0

and of the propagation angle
azimuth 𝜙k,B0

(Figure 2f ) over the same rising tone on each of the four spacecraft. The two possible solu-
tions are (𝜃k,B0

;𝜙k,B0
) = (75∘; 31∘) and (𝜃k,B0

;𝜙k,B0
) = (105∘; −149∘). S and k are expected to have similar

directions as indicated by the numerical solutions given by the WHAMP (Waves in Homogeneous Anisotropic
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Multicomponent Plasmas) code [Rönnmark, 1982]. The (k, S) angle is lower than 5∘ and increases with increas-
ing k and/or decreasing 𝜃k,B0

(not shown). We thus choose the second possibility: both k and S are directed
toward the Earth and toward the equatorial plane. For C1, C2, and C3, 𝜃S,B0

is larger than 𝜃k,B0
by ∼10∘. The

observed difference is larger than expected but still small. It is probably caused by the complexity of the
wave field and/or by small artificial phase shifts induced by using both magnetic and electric antennas in
the measurement of 𝜃S,B0

.

𝜃k,B0
varies inside each tone and from one spacecraft to the other (Figure 2e). We use the numerical values of

each record to refine our analysis. On average, 𝜃k,B0
varies by 10∘ in 2∘ MLAT (between C1 and C4): 𝜃k,B0

tends
to be more parallel toward lower latitudes. In Figure 1, the colored arrows, inclined by the mean 𝜃k,B0

observed
at each spacecraft, illustrate this effect. At C1, the value is always high: between 93∘ and 95∘. At C2, C3, and C4
locations, 𝜃k,B0

turns less oblique with increasing frequency: from 99∘ to 115∘, from 98∘ to 106∘, and from 107∘
to 124∘, respectively. 𝜃k,B0

versus frequency variation is higher at lower magnetic latitudes. From Figure 2f we
note that 𝜙k,B0

orientation is clearly anti-earthward and also duskward for C2, C3, and C4 (negative values).

4. Waveform Analysis

The wave packet fine structure of rising tones has been studied from theory, observations, and simulations
[Omura et al., 2010; Shoji and Omura, 2013; Nakamura et al., 2015]. The wave packet formation starts with a
linear amplification stage. When the wave amplitude reaches the nonlinear threshold, a triggered emission
is generated at a higher frequency, the nonlinear wave growth takes place, and the wave packet is released.
The frequency increases only inside wave packets. The instantaneous frequency of the rising tones is com-
monly used to study the wave packets [Santolík et al., 2003b, 2004; Omura et al., 2010; Kurita et al., 2012;
Santolík et al., 2014]. The presence of other emissions in the same time and in the same frequency range of the
presently studied rising tones (cf. Figure 2a) makes the instantaneous frequency analysis tricky. We hereafter
rather study the filtered waveform in three wave packet frequency bands. Figure 3 presents time series of the
field-aligned component of the magnetic wave field measured by the four STAFF instruments during the same
110 s time interval. The wave amplitudes are much larger along that component than along the two others.
This is related to the almost perpendicular orientation of the wave vector and indicative of an X-mode prop-
agation. The frequency ranges of filtered waveforms (Figures 3a–3c) are (1.15–1.30) Hz, (1.31–1.40) Hz, and
(1.40–1.47) Hz, respectively. Each color refers to a given spacecraft. In Figures 3a–3c, a single large-amplitude
wave packet per spacecraft is detected. The higher the frequency is, the later the wave packet is detected:
these are the rising tones. It confirms the emission frequency with time increase noted in paper 1 after Fourier
analysis. The times of amplitude maxima (ti,l , where i is the spacecraft number and l the panel letter) are
marked by vertical colored dashed lines. In each panels, ti,l is recorded in the same order: t1,l , then t3,l , t2,l , and
finally t4,l . We recall here that the spacecraft are orbiting in this order along−XMFA and−ZMFA (cf. section 2). The
sense of propagation of the wave packets is consistent with the Poynting flux analysis. The wave maximum
amplitude decreases with increasing frequency.

Using ti,l , we reconstruct the frequency sweep rate of the rising tones at each spacecraft. The mean value
and the standard deviation are 9.2 × 10−3Hz/s ± 5 × 10−4 Hz/s. All four rising tones have a similar slope. The
mean value matches the slope estimated in Table 3 of paper 1 from PSD observations (9.6 × 10−3 Hz/s). The
low standard deviation value supports the hypothesis that all spacecraft detect the same rising tone that
propagates along −XMFA and −ZMFA.

In addition to ti,l , we now also consider the spacecraft pair separations (Δrij = ri − rj), where ri stands for
spacecraft i position. Assuming that the emission propagates between two spacecraft at a constant group
velocity (vGl) for a frequency range l defined previously, we have the following relationship between Δtij,l =
ti,l − tj,l , Δri,j, and vGl (see Santolík et al. [2005], neglecting the orbital velocity and in the plasma frame):

Δtij,l = Δrij.vGl∕v2
Gl (1)

We have 6 spacecraft pairs to estimate vG for each of the three wave packets using a nonlinear regression and
a timing accuracy of one wave period. Obtained group velocities are 192, 166, and 193 km/s for wave packet
#1, #2, and #3, respectively. The standard deviations are larger than 40 km/s. These high values are indicative
of quick changes in the group velocity, which is frequency and location dependent. We compute also the
velocities pair by pair, assuming constant propagation and testing various propagation angles. We emphasize
here that no result gives indication of a group velocity much larger than 200 km/s.
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Figure 3. Field-aligned component of filtered magnetic waveforms observed by Cluster spacecraft around t0 for (a–c)
three frequency ranges. Vertical dashed lines mark the waveform maximum recorded at each spacecraft during the
displayed time and frequency ranges.

5. Comparisons With Theoretical Results

We compare observational results with the numerical solutions given by the WHAMP code. We consider
four cold (∼10 eV) Maxwellian populations: H+, He+, O+, and e−. Precise density measurements are missing:
The spacecraft potentials are saturated, the plasma frequency is above the frequency range of the WHISPER
instrument, and the particle instruments do not catch the full cold plasma population. We choose two com-
positions that match with observational results: (nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )1 = (460; 70; 70) cm−3 and (nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )2 =
(1140; 110; 50) cm−3. The relative abundances in (nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )1 are close to the one estimated in Pickett
et al. [2010]. The total density of 600 cm−3 in (nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )1 and the ∼10% relative abundance of He+ in
(nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )2 are typical for the outer plasmasphere [Farrugia et al., 1989; Sandel, 2011]. Figure 4 presents
the evolution of frequency versus k⟂ (Figure 4a), group velocity versus frequency (Figure 4b), and moduli of
the perpendicular electric field components versus frequency (Figure 4c). Plain (respectively dotted) lines are
WHAMP results for plasma composition (nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )1 (respectively, (nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )2). The runs are per-
formed with the mean |B0| (456 nT) and the mean propagation angle (75∘). Values of experimental results
are displayed by colored squares and lines: red, green, and blue for wave packet #1, #2 and #3, respectively.
In Figure 4a, dashed lines mark the wave packet frequency domains and the corresponding wave vector
domains. In Figure 4b, the horizontal dashed bars, given by the frequency extent in Figure 4a, and the vertical
dashed bars, given by the computed velocity standard deviation, can be interpreted as error bars.

Other important properties of the mode are the following (not shown): the polarization is right hand, 𝜃S,B0
and

𝜃k,B0
have the same direction, the mode is already strongly damped at f = 0.22fH+ , and the mode resonates

above fHe+ (= 0.25fH+ ). These properties match with the EMIC mode 4 described in Horne and Thorne [1993].
For both plasma compositions the observed group velocities match with the theoretical ones (Figure 4b).
It is necessary for both plasma compositions to have a large relative abundance of O+ as compared to the
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Figure 4. Comparison of observations (colored squares and lines) to numerical computation results for two
different plasma compositions: (nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )1 = (460; 70; 70) cm−3 (plain black lines) and (nH+ ; nHe+ ; nO+ )2 =
(1140; 110; 50) cm−3 (dotted black lines). Frequency versus k⟂ , group velocity versus frequency, and perpendicular
electric field components versus frequency.

typical one (∼1% [Farrugia et al., 1989]). This was also the case in a previous study of EMIC TEs, based on cutoff
frequency observations [Pickett et al., 2010].

A normalized Ey value close to 1 indicates that the major axis of wave electric field polarization ellipse is
perpendicular to k (Figure 4c). We note that in the SR2 (Spin Reference 2) coordinate system almost all the
measured electric field spectral densities lie along the YSR2 direction (not shown). As the XSR2 component con-
tains roughly the spacecraft-Earth direction, it means that k lies mainly along the XSR2 axis direction, which is
mainly earthward. It confirms our results on the Poynting vector and wave vector directions from section 3.

6. Discussion

The EMIC propagation in the magnetosphere has been studied with ray tracing analysis [Rauch and Roux, 1982;
Horne and Thorne, 1993]. The Horne and Thorne [1993] study is the most relevant in the present case as they
tested the propagation of every EMIC mode propagating in a H+, He+, and O+ plasma. The propagation of
the observed mode is described in details in their Figure 12 and related comments. The ray is launched at the
plasmapause in the equatorial plane with a frequency between fHe+ and fH+ , above the crossover frequency.
It returns back close to its launch place after a loop, being reflected twice and crossing the magnetic equator
deep in the plasmasphere. After a loop, the wave gain is about 2 × 10−2.

We estimate that we observe part of motion after a reflection, when the wave propagates toward the mag-
netic equatorial plane in the plasmapause. The scenario matches pretty well with our observations: the wave
frequency is expected to be lower than the local fHe+ , after being reflected, due to the encounter of a stronger
magnetic field as EMIC waves propagate deeper in the plasmasphere. The wave power is low compared to
the other events reported in paper 1. We might therefore observe the wave in its second loop.

As a conclusion, we observe a reflected EMIC-triggered emission probably generated with a left-hand polar-
ization in the equatorial region of the nightside plasmapause between the local fHe+ and fH+ , above the
crossover frequency. The triggered emission is thus observed below fHe+ but was generated above it, at further
distance from the Earth. Observations also suggest that there is an azimuthal motion toward the afternoon
side. TEs with the largest possible frequency extent are the TEs generated in the proton branch above the
crossover frequency. As shown here these waves are reflected before reaching the ionosphere. It explains why
TEs with large-frequency extent have not been reported from ground observations.

GRISON ET AL. REFLECTED EMIC-TRIGGERED EMISSION 4169
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Following Horne and Thorne [1993] we consider that reflection occurs when the parallel group velocity sign
reverses. The wave reflection takes place close to the bi-ion hybrid frequency when the propagation angle is
about 90∘. As the wave moves away from the equator, the normalized frequencies of the tone turn lower as B0

intensifies. The lowest-frequency part of the rising tone is reflected first, when reaching the local bi-ion hybrid
frequency. The highest-frequency part of the tone will travel farther from the equator before getting reflected.
This is in good accordance with our observations. The lowest-frequency part of the rising tone of C1 has the
most inclined propagation angle (∼95∘). It is also the spacecraft at the highest-magnetic latitude. Following
this scenario the tone slope will be shallower when the waves travel back toward the equatorial plane, where
our observations take place. In paper 1 the slope for this event was twice shallower than for the other events,
all detected moving away from the equator region. Group velocity deceleration with increasing frequency is
suggested to explain this latitudinal effect. A precise ray tracing analysis can quantify the influence of each of
these two effects. EMIC TEs are formed of several wave packets of increasing frequency [Omura et al., 2010;
Shoji and Omura, 2013]. In the present case we could identify three of them. After a longer journey than the
one observed here (more reflections or a propagation toward the Earth), the wave packets could get separated
in time due to their various frequencies. Over time, they could thus look very similar to the so-called pearl
pulsations on a time-frequency spectrogram [see Kangas et al., 1998, and references therein]. It is worth to
notice that the reflection conserves the rising tone appearance of the emissions.

7. Conclusion

On 19 March 2001, the Cluster fleet recorded an electromagnetic rising tone on the nightside of the plasmas-
phere around 1000 UT. Based on its shape and the sequence of spacecraft observations, we establish that it is
the same rising tone. As reported in paper 1, this right-hand polarized emission is observed below local fHe+

with a very oblique propagation angle. From multispacecraft analysis, we show that the emission propagates
earthward, deeper in the plasmasphere and at the same time toward the equatorial region and toward the
afternoon side of the plasmasphere. The group velocity is at most 200 km/s. It implies a large abundance of
heavy ions (O+).

The group velocity, polarization, frequency extent, and propagation angle of the emissions match well with
the theoretical WHAMP results. The dispersion relation corresponds to EMIC mode 4 as studied in Horne and
Thorne [1993] with their ray tracing analysis. Our observations agree with the scenario of a wave reflection
above the C1 location. We conclude that the observed rising tone is an EMIC-triggered emission generated
at the nightside plasmapause above the local crossover frequency of the proton branch. The tone should
be progressively damped after several reflections. Our results confirm that TEs with large-frequency extent
cannot be detected from the ground. Having four points of measurement in space gives an access to both
spatial and temporal evolution of the propagation angle, which varies quickly both in frequency and in mag-
netic latitude. The magnetic latitude of the reflection point increases with frequency: Reflected tone has a
shallower slope than the incoming one. The reflection explains thus the shallow slope noted in paper 1.

This unique case study can be used as a reference for a future ray tracing analysis in order to locate the
generation site, the place of reflection, and to test pearl pulsation formations.
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